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OPENLETTERS.

A misunderstanding corrected.

Some time ago I was informed by a friend that Prof. Conw:

MacMillan in the introduction to his "Metaspermce of the Mini

Valley," had credited me with holding some remarkable views on

the subject of botanical nomenclature that certainly had never

curred to my mind. I had some difficulty in consultn the

in question, as copies of it do not seem to be abundant in thi 1

of the country, but finally succeeded in borrowing a copy for 1

somewhat hasty examination. I then found to my surprise that the

author had cited me as an authority for the proposition that botan-

ical nomenclature should be passed upon by a non-scientifi< con

mission, and referred to a communication of mine printed in the

Gazettk, xvi, 4, to support his statement. I am very sorrv thatar.

one could have so misunderstood my meaning, for my pit

nothing of the kind. It was only for more intelligent appreciation of

actual, practical needs, and present difficulties, and for more jud J

and fair-minded consideration and less partisanship. I have faitk

enough to believe that there are in this country, as there certainly art

in other countries, able botanists who are also men of affairs and^mca

of sound judgment, men who can look beyond the walls of tbc

herbarium'and can realize that a theory should be subordinated to

practical necessities. When the supply of such botanists fails us

rr j . . '-quest

of botanical nomenclature to a non-scientific commission; but until

may then be time to consider the expediency of referring the que

then I should not wish to advocate such a treatment of the <]

even if I were as unthinking and unbotanical as Prof. Mac «

appears to consider me. Although men of intelligence and ot pra

cal acquaintance with the general laws of nomenclature are unao

i

edly competent to pass on the nomenclature of a science to ace

extent, yet no one would claim for them alone the right to at

and final decision of its problems.
rrfl j,

While I consider that Prof. MacMillan's book reflects grea '

«

on his industry and genius for compilation, yet, as a model 10c

it seems to me a number of steps in the wrong direction,
^pet

•

this case where, as the author himself states, the work is aaa re * ^
the people. As the book stands, an abridged or expurgatea

really appears to be a necessity if the volume is int
^

nded
H

°

ut h rb»
use. I cannot, moreover, help regretting that the learnea

^

laid his work open in so many ways to the knife of an impan

not to mention the assaults of an opponent. In sucn re t ^
book shows more partisan than judicial spirit— a tailing ^
be deplored in a work presumably printed at the P«bhc *T

a font*
from which the public consequently has a right to d emanu

fa**-
impartial statement of disputed questions.— Edward L. *a-


